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(54) UTILITY KNIFE

(57) The present invention discloses a utility knife,
which includes a housing (11, 12) that has an internal
chamber (13); a blade carrier for carrying a single blade;
a locking piece (7) for locking the single blade in the blade
carrier; and a spare blade cartridge (14) for storing more
than one spare blade; the blade carrier (16), the locking
piece (7) and the spare blade cartridge (14) are arranged
in the internal chamber (13), the blade carrier (16) is ar-
ranged to be movable between a first position and a sec-

ond position, and when the blade carrier (16) is at the
first position, the blade carried by the blade carrier (16)
extends out of the housing, when the blade carrier (16)
is at the second position, the blade carried by the blade
carrier (16) retracts into the housing; the spare blade car-
tridge (14) is connected to the housing (11, 12) via an
axis pin (111), and is arranged to be able to rotate around
the axis pin (111) and out of the internal chamber to load
the spare blade.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a utility knife.

Description of the Prior art

[0002] The U.S. Patent 6553674 disclosed a utility
knife that can automatically load the spare blades, which
are stored inside of the knife, onto the blade carrier. The
blade can extend from or be retracted into the knife under
the function of the blade carrier. When the blade is dull,
after removing the worn blade and taking back the blade
carrier, the spare blade can be loaded onto the blade
carrier automatically under the function of the spring el-
ement. The blade carrier has a sliding block that can
move translationally, two positioning masts are arranged
on the sliding block for being stuck in the notch on the
blade in order to install the blade on the blade carrier, to
ensure that the sliding block can move and reset smooth-
ly, two guiding masts are arranged on the blade carrier,
a spring is arranged between the blade carrier and the
sliding block. In this structure for removing blade via the
translational movement of the sliding block, a blind hole
for the reset spring and the holes matching with the guid-
ing masts are needed to be arranged on the sliding block
with relatively small volume. The structure is complex
and the manufacturing cost is high, especially for ensur-
ing the blade be reliably mounted on the blade carrier,
two positioning masts need to be long enough to not fall
out of the notch of the blade, however, due to the two
long positioning masts, the sliding block needs to move
a long distance when removing the blade, it makes the
blade carrier thicker and thus makes the handle thicker.
The two long positioning masts might obstruct the struc-
tures such as spare blades when the blade carrier is mov-
ing forward and backward, affect the flexibility of the blade
carrier and increase the moving distance of the button
for controlling the sliding block. This would reduce the
flexibility of assembling and removing the blade.
[0003] Besides, for loading in the spare blade, an open-
able cover is arranged on one side of the knife, when it
is needed to load the blade, open the cover, expose the
blade carrier and perform the loading. The knife head of
this structure is thick for ensuring the structure strength,
thus causing a waste of materials and difficulties of man-
ufacturing the components.
[0004] The utility knife disclosed by U.S. Patent
6553674 basically can be regarded as a retractable utility
knife, with deficiencies such as large volume, inconven-
ience in operating and carrying. Besides, the button for
pushing the blade carrier protrudes out of the frame of
the knife and is easy to be misoperated to make the blade
extend out, potential safety risks exist.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The present invention firstly provides a utility
knife, which includes a housing having an internal cham-
ber; a blade carrier for carrying a single blade; a locking
piece for locking the single blade on the blade carrier;
and a spare blade cartridge for storing more than one
spare blade; the blade carrier, the locking piece and the
spare blade cartridge are arranged in the internal cham-
ber, the blade carrier is arranged to be movable between
a first position and a second position, and when the blade
carrier is at the first position, the single blade carried by
the blade carrier extends out of the housing, when the
blade carrier is at the second position, the single blade
carried by the blade carrier retracts into the housing; a
magnetic element is arranged on the blade carrier, and
the magnetic element is arranged such that when the
blade carrier is empty and at the second position, the
nearest spare blade to the blade carrier is transferred
from the spare blade cartridge to the blade carrier by the
magnetic force. Compared to elastic element, transfer-
ring the spare blade to the blade carrier by using the
magnetic force of the magnetic element has the advan-
tages that, on the one hand, the structure is simpler and
the thickness of the knife head can be reduced, and on
the other hand, the magnetic element can make the blade
on the blade carrier be under the magnetic force all the
time and attach to the blade carrier more stably.
[0006] In one embodiment, the magnetic element is of
magnetic steel.
[0007] In another embodiment, the magnetic element
is arranged to be imbed in the blade carrier, in order to
reduce the space occupied by the magnetic element in
the knife head.
[0008] In another embodiment, the locking piece has
a lock tongue that matches with a notch on the back of
the single blade, and the lock tongue is arranged to stay
matched with the notch under the magnetic force of the
magnetic element, so that no spring element is needed
to make the lock tongue stay matched with the notch,
and this further reduces the occupied space in the knife
head.
[0009] In another embodiment, the lock tongue is ar-
ranged to pivotally match with the notch, and chamfer
plane is arranged at the bottom of the lock tongue. In this
way, the locking piece can retreat from the notch by only
deflecting a small angle, so the space for the locking
piece performing locking and unlocking actions is small-
er, therefore, the knife head can be designed thinner.
[0010] In another embodiment, the lock tongue has
chamfer plane on one side or two sides of the moving
direction of the blade carrier, this can prevent the blade
from getting stuck as a result of the possible scratch be-
tween the lock tongue and the spare blade.
[0011] In another embodiment, the spare blade car-
tridge is arranged to be connected to the housing via an
axis pin, and is arranged to rotate around the axis pin
and out of the internal chamber of the housing to load
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the spare blade. Compared to arranging an openable
and closable cover plate on the side of the knife head in
the prior art, the pivotally rotatable spare blade cartridge
occupies smaller space. In a further embodiment, the
spare blade cartridge has a cantilever-like flange with a
hook, when loading the spare blade, the hook of the
flange is arranged to match with the notch on the back
of the spare blade in a snap-fit way. This snap-fit way
makes the spare blade be positioned more accurately
during the loading procedure, and the spare blade can
be retained in the spare blade cartridge more stably.
[0012] The present invention secondly provides a util-
ity knife, which includes a knife head having an internal
chamber; a blade carrier for carrying a single blade; a
locking piece for locking the single blade on the blade
carrier; a spare blade cartridge for storing more than one
spare blade; the blade carrier, the locking piece and the
spare blade cartridge are arranged in the internal cham-
ber, the blade carrier is arranged to be movable between
a first position and a second position, and when the blade
carrier is at the first position, the single blade carried by
the blade carrier extends out of the housing, when the
blade carrier is at the second position, the single blade
carried by the blade carrier retracts into the housing; and
further includes a handle; the knife head and the handle
are connected via a first axis pin, and the knife head is
arranged to be capable of rotating around the first axis
pin to be retracted into the handle. Different from the prior
art, in the present invention the knife head having a spare
blade cartridge is designed as a foldable knife that can
be retracted into the handle, it is more convenient for
carrying and safer.
[0013] In one embodiment, a magnetic element is ar-
ranged on the blade carrier, and the magnetic element
is arranged such that when the blade carrier is empty
and at the second position, the nearest spare blade to
the blade carrier is transferred from the spare blade car-
tridge to the blade carrier by magnetic force. Compared
to elastic element, transferring the spare blade to the
blade carrier by the using magnetic force of the magnetic
element has the advantages that, on the one hand, the
structure is simpler and the thickness of the knife head
can be reduced, and on the other hand, the magnetic
element can make the blade on the blade carrier be under
the magnetic force all the time and attach to the blade
carrier more stably.
[0014] In one embodiment, the magnetic element is of
magnetic steel.
[0015] In another embodiment, the magnetic element
is arranged to be imbed in the blade carrier, in order to
reduce the space occupied by the magnetic element in
the knife head.
[0016] In another embodiment, the locking piece has
a lock tongue that matches with a notch on the back of
the single blade, and the lock tongue is arranged to stay
matched with the notch under the magnetic force of the
magnetic element, so that no spring element is needed
to make the lock tongue stay matched with the notch,

and this further reduces the occupied space in the knife
head.
[0017] In another embodiment, the lock tongue is ar-
ranged to pivotally match with the notch, and chamfer
plane is arranged at the bottom of the lock tongue. In this
way, the locking piece can retreat from the notch of the
locking piece by only deflecting a small angle, so the
space for the locking piece performing locking and un-
locking actions is smaller, therefore, the knife head can
be designed thinner.
[0018] In another embodiment, the lock tongue has
chamfer plane on one side or two sides of the moving
direction of the blade carrier, this can prevent the blade
from getting stuck as a result of the possible scratch be-
tween the lock tongue and the spare blade.
[0019] In another embodiment, the spare blade car-
tridge is arranged to be connected to the knife head via
an axis pin, and is arranged to rotate around the axis pin
and out of the internal chamber of the knife head to load
the spare blade. Compared to the arranging an openable
and closable cover plate on the side of the knife head in
the prior art, the pivotally rotatable spare blade cartridge
occupies smaller space. In a further embodiment, the
spare blade cartridge has a cantilever-like flange with a
hook, when loading the spare blade, the hook of the
flange is arranged to match with the notch on the back
of the spare blade in a snap-fit way. This snap-fit way
makes the spare blade be positioned more accurately
during the loading procedure, and the spare blade can
be retained in the spare blade cartridge more stably.
[0020] In another embodiment, an arc slot having a
radial recess is arranged on the handle, and the arc slot
’s center is the axis of the first axis pin; a switching piece
that is capable of moving between a third position and a
fourth position but incapable of rotating relative to the
knife head, is arranged inside of the knife head, and a
block is arranged on the switching piece; the switching
piece is arranged such that: when the blade carrier is at
the first position, the switching piece is at the third posi-
tion, meanwhile the block matches in the radial recess
of the arc slot; when the blade carrier moves from the
first position to the second position, the switching piece
is moved from the third position to the fourth position
under the function of the blade carrier, the block is moved
from the radial recess to the arc slot, when the knife head
is rotated around the first axis pin and retracted into the
handle, the block is moving in the arc slot. In this way,
when the blade carrier is at the first position, i.e. when
the blade is extending out of the knife head, the knife
head could not be retracted into the handle since the
block is matching in the arc slot,, only when the blade
carrier moves to the second position, i.e. when the blade
is retracted into the knife head, the block can move in
the arc slot, the knife head can then be retracted into the
handle. In a further embodiment, a biasing spring is fur-
ther comprised, the biasing spring is arranged to abut
the switching piece, when the switching piece is moved
from the third position to the fourth position under the
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function of the blade carrier, the biasing spring is com-
pressed to bias the switching piece. In this way, when
the knife head is unfoled and the blade is extending out
of the knife head, i.e. when the blade carrier is at the first
position, the block re-matches into the radial recess un-
der the function of the biasing spring.
[0021] The present invention thirdly provides a utility
knife, which includes a housing having an internal cham-
ber; a blade carrier for carrying a single blade; a locking
piece for locking the single blade on the blade carrier;
and a spare blade cartridge for storing more than one
spare blade; the blade carrier, the locking piece and the
spare blade cartridge are arranged in the internal cham-
ber, the blade carrier is arranged to be movable between
a first position and a second position, and when the blade
carrier is at the first position, the single blade carried by
the blade carrier extends out of the housing, when the
blade carrier is at the second position, the single blade
carried by the blade carrier retracts into the housing; the
spare blade cartridge is connected to the housing via an
axis pin, and the spare blade cartridge is arranged to
rotate around the axis pin and out of the internal chamber
to load the spare blade. In a further embodiment, the
spare blade cartridge has a cantilever-like flange with a
hook, when loading the spare blade, the hook of the
flange is arranged to match with a notch on the back of
the spare blade in a snap-fit way. This snap-fit way makes
the spare blade be positioned more accurately during the
loading procedure, and the spare blade can be retained
in the spare blade cartridge more stably.
[0022] The present invention fourthly provides a utility
knife, which includes a housing having an internal cham-
ber; a blade carrier for carrying a single blade; a locking
piece for locking the single blade on the blade carrier;
and a spare blade cartridge for storing more than one
spare blade; the blade carrier, the locking piece and the
spare blade cartridge are arranged in the internal cham-
ber, the blade carrier is arranged to be movable between
a first position and a second position, and when the blade
carrier is at the first position, the single blade carried by
the blade carrier extends out of the housing, when the
blade carrier is at the second position, the single blade
carried by the blade carrier retracts into the housing; the
locking piece has a lock tongue which matches with a
notch on the back of the single blade, and the lock tongue
is arranged to pivotally match with the notch. Compared
to the way of translational moving, the way of pivotally
rotating by which the lock tongue matches with the notch,
makes the distance smaller and saves more space.
[0023] In one embodiment, chamfer plane is arranged
at the bottom of the lock tongue. In this way, the locking
piece can retreat from the notch of the locking piece by
only deflecting a small angle, so the space for the locking
piece performing locking and unlocking actions is small-
er, and the knife head can be designed thinner.
[0024] In another embodiment, the lock tongue has
chamfer plane on one side or two sides of the moving
direction of the blade carrier, this can prevent the blade

from getting stuck as a result of the possible scratch be-
tween the lock tongue and the spare blade.
[0025] Referencing now to the figures, the conception,
detailed structure and induced technical effect of the
present invention would be expounded for due under-
standing of the purpose, characterizations and effects of
the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026]

Figure 1 is a front view of a preferred embodiment
of the present invention, and the blade is extending
out of the knife head.
Figure 2 is a front view of the utility knife shown in
Figure 1, and the blade is retracted into the knife
head.
Figure 3 is an exploded view of the utility knife shown
in Figure 1.
Figure 4 is a perspective view of the blade carrier
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 5 is a perspective view of the thumb button
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 6 is a perspective view of the second housing
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 7 is a perspective view of the locking piece
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 8 is a sectional view of the knife head shown
in Figure 1.
Figure 9 is a cross-sectional view taken along line
A-A of the knife head shown in Figure 8, at this time,
the unlocking button is not pressed down.
Figure 10 is a front view of the knife head shown in
Figure 1.
Figure 11 is a cross-sectional view taken along line
B-B of the knife head shown in Figure 10, at this time,
the unlocking button is pressed down.
Figure 12 is a perspective view of the spare blade
cartridge shown in Figure 3.
Figure 13 shows the spare blade cartridge shown in
Figure 3, which is pivotally rotated out of the knife
head to load the spare blade.
Figure 14 is a perspective view of the spare blade
cartridge shown in Figure 3 in another embodiment.
Figure 15 is a perspective view of the switching piece
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 16 is a perspective view of the knife head
shown in Figure 1.
Figure 17-18 are sectional views of the utility knife
shown in Figure 1.
Figure 19-20 are sectional views of the utility knife
shown in Figure 2.
Figure 21 is an sectional view of the utility knife
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, which is retracted
into the handle.
Figure 22 is a front view of the knife head shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 23 is a cross-sectional view taken along line
C-C of the knife head shown in Figure 22.
Figure 24 is a front view of the utility knife in another
embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 25 is a cross-sectional view taken along line
D-D of the knife head shown in Figure 24.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0027] According to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention, a foldable utility knife with a spare
blade cartridge is shown in Figure 1, 2. The foldable utility
knife shown in Figure 1 is in a state suitable for the work
of cutting and etc., at this time, the knife head 1 has ex-
tended from the handle 2, and the thumb button 4 has
been pressed down and slided to the first position 100
to force the blade 3 to extend from the knife head 1. At
this time, if the blade 3 needs to be replaced for it is dull
or any other reasons, the blade 3 can be directly pulled
out from the knife head 1by only pressing the unlocking
button 5, then by pressing down the thumb button 4 and
returning it to the second position 200 shown in Figure
2, loading procedure of the blade is completed automat-
ically. Then by pressing down the thumb button 4 again
and pushing it forward to the first position 100, a new
blade 3 will extend from the knife head 1 for use.
[0028] In a preferred embodiment, the knife head 1 and
the handle 2 are connected via the first axis pin 6. Similar
to a regular foldable knife, the knife head 1 can rotate
around the first axis pin 6 and be retracted into the handle
2, as shown in Figure 21.
[0029] Figure 3 is an exploded view of the knife head
1.As shown in Figure 3, the housing of knife head 1 is
combined by a first housing 11 and a second housing
12, and thus defines an inner chamber 13 in the knife
head 1. A spare blade cartridge 14 and a blade carrier
16 is arranged in parallel in the inner chamber 13. In the
inner chamber 13, the spare blade cartridge 14 is on the
side adjacent to the first housing 11, and blade carrier
16 is on the side adjacent to the second housing 12.The
blade carrier 16 is arranged to be able to move forward
and backward between the first position 100 and the sec-
ond position 200 in the inner chamber 13, and when the
blade carrier 16 carrying the blade 3 moves to the second
position 200, the blade 3 on the blade carrier 16 is aligned
and adjoined with more than one spare blade 15 in the
spare blade cartridge 14.
[0030] As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 12, the spare
blade cartridge 14 has a blade caging frame on the side
140 facing the blade carrier 16, the blade caging frame
comprises flanges 141, 142 extending from the side 140,
the spare blades 15 are maintained between the flanges
141, 142.
[0031] As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the blade
carrier 16 has a blade caging frame on the side 160 facing
the spare blade cartridge 14, the blade caging frame com-
prises flanges 161, 162 extending from the side, the blade

3 is retained between the flanges 161 and 162.The blade
carrier 16 also has the platform 163 being flush with the
blade 3 carried on the blade carrier 16, when the blade
3 moves away from the second position 200 along with
the blade carrier 16, the platform 163 replaces the blade
3 and abuts the spare blades 15 to make the spare blades
15 stay in the original position.
[0032] The thumb button 4 is arranged on the blade
carrier 16. As shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5, the thumb
button 4 includes a pressing part 41, an inserting part 42
and a spring 43. The slot 164 for receiving the inserting
part 42 is arranged on the blade carrier 16.When the
inserting part 42 is inserted into the slot 164, the locking
block 44 is arranged on the side that is facing the second
housing 12.As shown in Figure 6, the track 121 and a
plurality of recesses matching with the locking block 44
are arranged along the moving direction of the thumb
button 4 on the second housing 12, the recesses at least
includes recesses 122, 123 shown in Figure 3. When
press down the pressing part 41, the spring 43 is com-
pressed, the locking block 44 declines below the recess-
es 122, 123, at this time, the thumb button 4 can be
pushed to move forward and backward in the track
121.When the locking block 44 moves to the place right
under the recess 122, release the pressing part 41, the
locking block 44 moves upward under the function of the
spring 43, and is stuck into the recess 122, the thumb
button 4 can no longer move forward or backward, and
at this time, the blade carrier 16 is positioned at the sec-
ond position 200.When the locking block 44 moves to
the place right under the recess 123, release the pressing
part 41, the locking block 44 moves upward under the
function of the spring 43, and is stuck into the recess 123,
the thumb button 4 can no longer move forward or back-
ward, and at this time, the blade carrier 16 is positioned
at the first position 100.
[0033] It should be pointed out that, in the present em-
bodiment, the thumb button 4 is arranged on the side of
the blade carrier 16 that is facing the second housing 12
(i.e. the side opposite to the side 160), and only matches
with the recess on the second housing 12, the spare
blade cartridge 14 or the first housing 11 is not involved,
this provides conditions for arranging that the relatively
independent spare blade cartridge 14 pivotally rotating
the spare blade 15 out from the knife head 1 to load in
the further embodiment that would be elaborated later,
[0034] As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 7, in the prior
art two notches 31, 32 are arranged on the back of the
blade 3 and the spare blades 15, and the locking piece
7 has lock tongues 71, 72 that match with the notches
31, 32 .As shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23, when the
blade 3 is at the second position 200, the notches 31, 32
match with the locking piece 7 on the blade carrier 16 to
lock the blade 3 on the blade carrier 16, this makes the
blade 3 be able to move forward and backward between
the first position 100 and the second position 200 with
the blade carrier 16, and makes the blade 3 stable when
it performs cutting or other work at the first position 100.
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In the U.S. Patent 6553674, the locking piece 7 is ar-
ranged to translationally move perpendicular to the blade
3 under the function of the external force to make the
lock tongue 71, 72 reach into the notches 31, 32 or retreat
from the notches 31, 32 to accomplish locking or unlock-
ing the blade 3.The defect of the translational movement
is that when performing locking and unlocking, the
traveling distance of locking piece is relatively long and
the lateral space needed is large, this makes the knife
head 1 thicker.
[0035] Different from the translational movement in the
U.S. Patent 6553674, the locking piece 7 in the present
embodiment adopts a pivotally rotating way to lock and
unlock the blade 3. As shown in Figures 3, 4 and 7, the
locking piece 7 in the present embodiment comprises a
pivot part 73, the pivot part 73 matches into the pivot
recess 165 that is arranged on the side 160 of the blade
carrier 16, thus the locking piece 7 can pivotally rotate
around the pivot recess 165 on the side that is opposite
to the side 160. Further, the magnetic element 8 is ar-
ranged in the blade carrier 16.In the present embodiment,
the magnetic element 8 is a magnetic steel embed in the
embedding hole 81 on the blade carrier 16.In the locking
status, the locking piece 7 stays in the upright position
under the magnetic force of magnetic steel 8, at this time,
the lock tongues 71, 72 pass through the openings 166,
167 and reach into the notches 31, 32, as shown in Figure
23. Additionally, as shown in Figure 8, 9, when the blade
carrier is at the first position 100, the abutting part 74 of
the locking piece 7 is aligned with the unlocking button
5, and both of them are above the back of the blade 3.At
this time, press down the unlocking button 5, the unlock-
ing button 5 will push the abutting part 74 of the locking
piece 7 to make the locking piece 7 pivotally rotate around
the pivot recess 165, and make the lock tongues 71, 72
retreat from the notches 31, 32, at this time the blade 3
is in the unlocking status, as shown in Figures 10, 11.
When the thumb button 5 is released, the locking piece
7 will automatically return to the upright position under
the magnetic force of magnetic steel 8. Futher, to reduce
weight or facilitate processing, the body of the locking
piece 7 can be made of plastics or light alloy material, at
this time, additional parts that can be attracted by the
magnetic force of the magnetic element 8 can be ar-
ranged on the locking piece 7, such as the thin steel sheet
75.
[0036] It should be pointed out that, as disclosed in the
U.S. Patent 6553674, the effect exerted on the locking
piece 7 by the magnetic element 8 can be replaced by
the spring element, such as spring or reed, i.e. the locking
piece 7 can take advantage of the spring element such
as spring or reed to make itself stay or return to the afore-
mentioned upright position. However, the magnetic ele-
ment 8 can be simply embedded in the blade carrier 16,
it is easy to install and occupies no extra space, and thus
reduces the thickness of the knife head 1.
[0037] It can be understood that, when the blade carrier
16 is at the second position 200, the lock tongues 71, 72

can be preferably arranged to be at most flush with the
blade 3, as shown in Figure 23, otherwise the movement
of blade carrier 16 can be obstructed or even get stuck
due to the scratch between the lock tongues 71, 72 and
the spare blades 15. However, due to errors in the
processing or installation, the lock tongue 71, 72 in the
locking status sometimes would pass through the blade
3. In this way, when the blade carrier 16 is moving, the
lock tongues 71, 72 would scratch the spare blade 15 to
interfere the blade carrier 16’ movement, even stuck it
completely. To solve the problem, as can be seen obvi-
ously from Figure 7, in the present embodiment, cham-
fering is performed to the two sides of the direction of the
back and forth movement of the lock tongue 71, 72 of
the locking piece 7, so that the first chamfer plane 76 is
formed as shown in the figure. It can be understood that,
the chamfering can be performed only to one of the lock
tongue 71, 72 or to one side as needed. Moreover, fillets
can be performed so that the first chamfer plane 76
formed in this way would be an arc plane.
[0038] Besides, in the present invention, chamfering
is performed at the bottom of the lock tongues 71, 72,
and the second chamfering plane 77 is formed as shown
in Figure 7, in this way, the locking piece 7 can deflect a
relatively small angle around the pivot recess 165 to
make the lock tongue 71, 72 retreat from the notches 31,
32 of the blade 3, this reduces the traveling distance
needed for unlocking the locking piece 7, and further re-
duced the thickness of the knife head 1.
[0039] When unlocking button 5 is pressed down, the
blade 3 is in the unlocking status. At this time, if the blade
3 needs to be replaced, the blade 3 can be pulled out
directly from the knife head 1, and then press the thumb
button 4 to drive the empty blade carrier 16 back to the
second position 200. Under the magnetic force of the
magnetic steel 8, one or more spare blades 15 in the
spare blade cartridge 14 as a whole move translationally
to the side 160 of the blade carrier 16, wherein the nearest
spare blade 15 to the side 160 is now completely attach
to the side 160, at the same time the lock tongues 71, 72
would also reach into the notches 31, 32 of the spare
blade 15 to lock it. It means that the spare blade 15 has
been transferred to the blade carrier 16, and becoming
the new blade 3, the process of loading blade has been
accomplished automatically.
[0040] It should to be pointed out that, as disclosed in
the U.S. Patent 6553674, the spare blade 15 can also
be transferred to the blade carrier 16 from the spare blade
cartridge 14 under the biasing force of the spring element.
[0041] For the foldable utility knife, since the knife head
is folded into the handle, the knife head had better to be
as thin as possible, otherwise the knife as a whole would
be too thick, which is inconvenient to operate or to carry.
In the present embodiment, the application of the mag-
netic element 8 does not need the spring element match-
ing with the locking piece 7 and occupying the extra space
as well as the spring element for loading the blade, and
further reduces the thickness of the knife head 1.
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[0042] Besides, different from the openable and clos-
able cover arranged on the side of the knife head 1 in
the U.S. Patent 6553674, the spare blade cartridge 14
in the present embodiment is arranged to be able to piv-
otally rotate out of the knife head 1 to load the spare blade
15.
[0043] As shown in Figures 3, 12, 13, the spare blade
cartridge 14 is pivotally connected to the knife head 1
between the first housing 11 and the second housing 12
via the second axis pin 111 and pin holes 112, 145, 126,
and the knob 143 exposed out of the second housing 12
is arranged on the edge of the spare blade cartridge 14
for convenient manual operations. When the knife head
1 is in the expanded status as shown in the Figures 1, 2,
the spare blade cartridge 14 can pivotally rotate out
around the second axis pin 111 by the hand prodding the
knob 143, and then the spare blade 15 is loaded into the
spare blade cartridge 14, as shown in Figure 13. Further,
in the present embodiment, the positioning flange 144 is
arranged on the spare blade cartridge 14, the positioning
flange 144 extends from the side 140 of the spare blade
cartridge 14 and exceeds the flanges 141, 142, and
above the upper face 168 of the blade carrier 14 in the
vertical direction. When the blade carrier 14 is at the sec-
ond position 200, since the positioning flange 144 is abut-
ting the upper face 168 of the blade carrier 14, at this
time, the spare blade cartridge 14 could not be pulled out
of knife head 1.When the blade carrier 14 is at the first
position 100, the positioning flange 144 is not obstructed
by the upper face 168 of the blade carrier 14, at this time,
the spare blade cartridge 14 can be pulled out of knife
head 1.
[0044] Figure 14 shows another preferred embodiment
14’ of the spare blade cartridge 14. As shown in Figure14,
in this embodiment, a part of the flange 141’ of the spare
blade cartridge 14’ is of a cantilever 145’ structure, the
hook 146 is arranged at the ends of the cantilever 145’.In
this way, when the spare blade 15 is loaded into the spare
blade cartridge 14’ as shown in Figure 13, the hook 146
can be clamped into the notch 31 or notch 32 on the
spare blade 15 in a snap-fit way, thus the spare blade 15
is clamped in the spare blade cartridge 14’. Besides,
since the hook 146 is also a part of the flange 141’ of the
spare blade caging frame, the hook 146 also has guiding
effect when the spare blade 15 moves towards the side
160 of the blade carrier 16 in the blade-loading process.
[0045] The above describes in detail the knife head 1
in a preferred embodiment of the present invention. It
should be pointed out that, although the present preferred
embodiment is a foldable utility knife, all the disclosed
technical features of the knife head 1 can still be individ-
ually or collectively applied to other foldable or unfoldable
utility knives, such as the utility knife disclosed in the U.S.
Patent 6553674, for the person skilled in the art, this ap-
plication does not need inventive work. The embodiment
of the unfoldable utility knife shown in Figures 24, 25,
applies the aforementioned locking piece 7 and the mag-
netic element 8.

[0046] Further, the preferred embodiment of the
present invention as shown in Figure 1 can also be ar-
ranged such that only when the thumb button 4 and the
blade carrier 16 are at the second position 200, i.e. when
the blade 3 carried by the blade carrier 16 is retracted
into the knife head 1, the knife head 1 can then be re-
tracted into the handle 2.
[0047] Under this situation, as shown in Figures 3, 6,
15 and 16, the switching piece 9 and the biasing spring
93 are arranged in the knife head 1. In the present em-
bodiment, the switching piece 9 is a U-shape body mount-
ed in the holding recess 125 outside of the pipe 124 of
the first axis pin 6, the pipe 124 extends from the inner
side of the second housing 12. After installation, the two
ends 91 of the U-shape body is aligned with the side 169
of the tail of the blade carrier 16, the block 92 that laterally
extends from the head of the U-shape body passes
through the opening 126 and is partially exposed out of
the second housing 12.The biasing spring 93 is arranged
to bias the switching piece 9 to make the head of the U-
shape body of the switching piece 9 abut the pipe 124,
so that the switching piece 9 is capable of moving in the
knife head 1 yet incapable of rotating relative to the knife
head 1.When the blade carrier 16 is at the first position
100, the block 92 is at the third position 300. When the
blade carrier 16 moves to the second position 200, the
side 169 of its tail pushes the two ends 91 of the switching
piece 9 to make the switching piece compress the biasing
spring 93 and switch to the fourth position 400, as shown
in Figures 17-20.
[0048] As shown in Figures 17-20, on the handle 2,
along the moving track of the block 92 at the fourth po-
sition which pivotally rotates with the retracting and ex-
tending of the knife head 1, the arc slot 21 matching with
the block 92 is arranged and its center is the axis of the
first axis pin 6. Besides, the radial recess 22, which is
corresponding to the first position 300 of the block 92
when the knife head 1 is in the expanded status, is ar-
ranged on the arc slot 21. Therefore, when the knife head
1 is in the expanded status, and the blade carrier 16 is
at the first position 100, the block 92 is matching in the
radial recess 22, at this time, the knife head 1 cannot be
retracted into the handle. When the blade carrier 16 is
moved to the second position 200, the switching piece 9
is pushed by the blade carrier 16 to make the block 92
be off the radial recess 22 to switch into the second po-
sition 400 in the arc slot 21, at this time, the block 92 can
pivotally rotate in the arc slot 21, thus the knife head 1
can be retracted into the handle 2, as shown in Figure 21.
[0049] The foregoing description details the preferred
embodiments of the invention. It should be understood
that with the general technique of this field, no inventive
work is necessary as to make multiple amendments and
changes according to conception of this invention. There-
fore, all the technical schemes gained from logical anal-
ysis, deductions or limited experimentation based on the
conception of the present invention by technicians in this
field, should be considered within the protection range
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asserted in the Claims.

Claims

1. A utility knife, comprising
a knife head having an internal chamber;
a blade carrier for carrying a single blade;
a locking piece for locking the single blade on the
blade carrier;
a spare blade cartridge for storing more than one
spare blade; and
wherein the blade carrier, the locking piece and the
spare blade cartridge are arranged in the internal
chamber, the blade carrier is arranged to be movable
between a first position and a second position, and
when the blade carrier is in the first position, the sin-
gle blade carried by the blade carrier extends out of
the knife head, when the blade carrier is in the sec-
ond position, the single blade carried by the blade
carrier retracts into the knife head;
characterized in that a magnetic element is ar-
ranged on the blade carrier, and the magnetic ele-
ment is arranged such that when the blade carrier is
empty and at the second position, the nearest spare
blade to the blade carrier is transferred from the
spare blade cartridge to the blade carrier by mag-
netic force;
the locking piece is pivotally arranged on the blade
carrier.

2. The utility knife as defined in Claim 1, wherein the
locking piece has a lock tongue that matches with a
notch on the back of the single blade, and the lock
tongue is arranged to pivotally match with the notch.

3. The utility knife as defined in Claim 2, wherein the
lock tongue has chamfer plane at the bottom.

4. The utility knife as defined in Claim 2, wherein the
lock tongue is arranged to stay matched with the
notch under the magnetic force of the magnetic el-
ement.

5. The utility knife as defined in Claim 4, wherein the
lock tongue has chamfer plane on one side or two
sides of the moving direction of the blade carrier.

6. The utility knife as defined in Claim 1, wherein the
magnetic element is arranged to be embedded in
the blade carrier.

7. The utility knife as defined in Claim 1, wherein the
magnetic element is magnetic steel.

8. The utility knife as defined in Claim 1, wherein the
utility knife further comprises a handle, the knife head
and the handle are connected via a first axis pin, and

the knife head is arranged to be capable of rotating
around the first axis pin to be retracted into the han-
dle.

9. The utility knife as defined in Claim 8, wherein an
arc slot having a radial recess is arranged on the
handle, and the arc slot’s center is the axis of the
first axis pin; a switching piece that is capable of mov-
ing between a third position and a fourth position but
incapable of rotating relative to the knife head is ar-
ranged inside of the knife head, and a block is ar-
ranged on the switching piece; the switching piece
is arranged such that:

when the blade carrier is at the first position, the
switching piece is at the third position, mean-
while the block matches in the radial recess of
the arc slot;
when the blade carrier moves from the first po-
sition to the second position, the switching piece
is moved from the third position to the fourth po-
sition under the function of the blade carrier, and
the block is moved from the radial recess to the
arc slot; when the knife head is rotated around
the first axis pin and retracted into the handle,
the block is moving in the arc slot.

10. The utility knife as defined in Claim 9, wherein further
comprises a biasing spring, and the biasing spring
is arranged to abut the switching piece, when the
switching piece is moved from the third position to
the fourth position under the function of the blade
carrier, the biasing spring is compressed to bias the
switching piece.

11. The utility knife as defined in Claim 1 or 8, wherein
the spare blade cartridge is arranged to be connect-
ed to the knife head via a second axis pin, and is
arranged to be capable of rotating around the second
axis pin and out of the internal chamber of the knife
head to load the spare blade.

12. The utility knife as defined in Claim 11, wherein the
spare blade cartridge has a cantilever-like flange
with a hook, and the hook of the flange is arranged
to match with the notch on the back of the spare
blade in a snap-fit way.

13. The utility knife as defined in Claim 11, wherein the
spare blade cartridge has a positioning flange, and
the positioning flange is arranged such that when
the blade carrier is at the second position, the posi-
tioning flange is abutting an upper face of the blade
carrier.
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